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newly released, version 15 of portrait pro is significantly different from version 14 of portrait pro and user interface changes have been made. the canvas for cropping and enhancing, the ability to automatically identify people and retouch them, and enhanced plugin for working with lightroom
are all significant new features. as with previous versions of portrait pro, version 15 has excellent tools for smoothing the skin, detecting and picking out people, and tweaking colors. version 15: portrait pro 15.7.3 i recently updated portrait pro to version 15.3. its a good bit cleaner and easier

to use. portrait pro 15.3 key is an excellent way for owners of all types of photos to enhance their images for a less expensive price, using plugins that were once only available to true professionals with high-end editing suites. it works with adobe photoshop, lightroom, bridge, and other
software with a plug-in for working with their files. the cost for this lifetime license key is $50. portrait pro 16 premium edition is also available at a discounted price for owners of this program. one of the features that i'm most excited about is the newly introduced canvas for cropping and

enhancing feature. portrait pro now includes a built-in selection tool for cropping and enhancing pictures. it makes it very easy for a non-expert to crop and retouch pictures quickly and easily. it is also very fast and the automatic preview makes it easier to determine whether the crop is what
you need. the guidelines are very useful and the preview thumbnails help you determine whether your crop will work. this feature is very well done and i really like it.
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